A graph in van Eck and Waltman [JASIST 60(8), 2009[JASIST 60(8), , p. 1644, representing the relation between the Association Strength and the Cosine, is partially explained as a sheaf of parabolas, each parabola being the functional relation between these similarity measures on the trajectories .
I. Introduction
Occurrence matrices describe the occurrence of objects (e.g. keywords) in e.g. documents.
Documents are rows and objects are columns. The value ij o on the coordinate   , ij hence gives the number of times object j occurs in document i (and the value is zero if object j does not occur in document i). Instead of the actual value ij o of number of occurrences of object j in document i one can give the value 1 ij o  if object j occurs in document i (how many times is not important here). Then we have a so-called binary occurrence matrix. This will not be supposed in this paper: In occurrence matrices one can calculate similarities between each pair of columns, being
. This can be done using diverse similarity measures.
For an overview, see Egghe (2009 
where X and Y are as above and where
is the inner product of X and Y and where 
A functional relation between J and C does not exist. However, in Egghe (2009) 
which is an overlap measure (see Egghe (2009) 
II. Relations of A versus C, O 1 and J
When we look at so that we obtain a sheaf of parabolas).
In Fig. 1 we see that the "distance" between the parabolas is not constant. Also this can be explained. In van Eck and Waltman (2009) 
Hence (16) in (14) yields For a study of the relation between C and Pearson's correlation coefficient, we refer the reader to Egghe and Leydesdorff (2009) ).
